We would like to submit the following correction to the published paper [1] , the reason for this action is that the data in Table 3 were reanalyzed by one more accurate statistic method: On page 12, the sentence of paragraph three "OR and 95% CI were calculated by limited backward-LR (likelihood ratio) logistic regression analysis with adjustment by clinical variables" should be corrected into "OR and 95% CI were calculated by limited enter logistic regression analysis with adjustment by clinical variables". The corrections resulted some changes in Table 3 and related data in text, while the significance and the conclusions remained unchanged. Furthermore, in order to make the reader easy to understand the data in Table 3, we revised the table title and added notes for Table 3 (page 7) . Table 3 should be replaced: 
We would like to submit the following correction to the published paper [1] , the reason for this action is that the data in Table 3 were reanalyzed by one more accurate statistic method: On page 12, the sentence of paragraph three "OR and 95% CI were calculated by limited backward-LR (likelihood ratio) logistic regression analysis with adjustment by clinical variables" should be corrected into "OR and 95% CI were calculated by limited enter logistic regression analysis with adjustment by clinical variables". The corrections resulted some changes in Table 3 and related data in text, while the significance and the conclusions remained unchanged. Furthermore, in order to make the reader easy to understand the data in Table 3, we revised the table title and added notes for Table 3 (page 7) . Table 3 should be replaced: In addition, there were some writing errors: "rs1802073T>G" should be corrected into "rs1802073G>T" (in Abstract , and page 10, paragraph 1 and page 11, paragraph 5). According to the contribution, the affiliation order was corrected: "Department of Clinical Pharmacology, Xiangya Hospital, Central South University" was corrected into the first affiliation.
These changes have no material impact on the conclusions of our paper. The manuscript will be updated and the original will remain online on the article webpage. We apologize for any inconvenience caused to our readers.
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